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PW125H

1500w - Max Pressure 125 Bar / 1813 psi - Water flow 320-460 Ltr/hr  
Our most compact and lightweight model, ideal for easy and convenient 
cleaning of patios and garden equipment.  Supplied with: 7m hose, foam 
sprayer, variable flat jet and rotary nozzles.

WATER POWER
WITH PRECISION

STONE & WOOD CLEANER 2.5L 

& VEHICLE CLEANER 2.5L

Highly effective detergents ideal for 
cleaning pavements, bricks and 
wood or cars and vehicles.
$22.50 RRP EA.

ROTATING BRUSH KIT

Includes: Three different brushes 
that can be mounted for soft, hard 
and difficult to reach surfaces. 
$109 RRP

FOAM SPRAYER

An efficient and fast covering foam 
sprayer with a dosage button for 
the perfect dosage depending on 
the task. 
$55 RRP

VEHICLE CLEANING KIT

Contains wide fan jet nozzle for 
quick and gentle cleaning of 
sensitive surfaces, an angled 
nozzle, and a wash brush with a 
squeegee.
$109 RRP

SURFACE CLEANERS 

Efficient rotating cleaners with power 
regulation, making it easy to select the 
optimal pressure. Suitable for cleaning 
both vertical and horizontal larger 
surface areas. 
SC300 $99 RRP          SC400 $149 RRP

$209 $229 RRP

$369 RRP
$599 RRP

PW235RH
1800w - Max Pressure 135 Bar / 1958 psi

Water flow 350-520 Ltr/hr
All-round, high-pressure machine. 
Ideal for most cleaning tasks   
around the home. Supplied with: 
8m hose, foam sprayer, variable   
flat jet and rotary nozzles.

PW360H PW490L
2400w - Max Pressure 160 Bar / 2321 psi 

Water flow 470-520 Ltr/hr
Top of the range, high 
performance with out-standing 
durability.  Features a brass 
pump and  integrated detergent 
tank. Supplied with: 15m hose,  
premium flat jet  and rotary   
nozzles.

2300w - Max Pressure 160 Bar / 2321 psi

Water flow 420-500 Ltr/hr
Designed for excellent results on 
demanding jobs. Features a 
Low Force grip for easy   
activation. Supplied with: 
10m hose, foam sprayer,   
variable flat jet   
and rotary   
nozzles.  

$349 $389 RRP 
$579 $629 RRP 

$929 $1,029 RRP 

TOY CHAINSAW KIT

Looks like a real Husqvarna 440 Chainsaw! Featuring realistic 
chainsaw sounds and a moving plastic chain,  $49.95 RRP

TOY HEDGE TRIMMER

Looks like a real Husqvarna 122HD45 Hedge Trimmer! Makes 
realistic sounds and moves back and forth just like the real 
thing.  $47.95 RRP

TOY BLOWER

Looks like a real Husqvarna 125B Blower! It makes realistic 
blower sounds and air really blows from the nozzle when the 
trigger is pulled!  $47.95 RRP

TOY TRIMMER

Just like a real grass trimmer. Pull the trigger to hear the 
engine start up and the trimmer line light up and spin 
around!,  $47.95 RRP

TOY LAWN MOWER

Husqvarna’s toy mower is perfect for budding professionals. 
Featuring realistic engine sounds and lights, $62.95 RRP

TOY AUTOMOWER®

Amazing new Automower® toy for your kids! Looking just like  
a real Husqvarna AM450X this toy also features flashing head 
lights.  $99.95 RRP

  HUSQVARNA GENUINE TOYS!  SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN 3 YEARS AND UP, BATTERIES INCLUDED

  HUSQVARNA GENUINE PRESSURE WASHER ACCESSORIES
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